
Smarter technology 
and a more sustainable 
future for all.

At Lenovo we believe Sustainability is a quest worth pursuing, and for over two decades 

we have been measuring and tracking these efforts. We do this to ensure that we make 

progress and push ourselves to innovate and do more—year after year. Because of this, 

sustainability is embedded into every facet of our organization, from product design and 

materials used to internal operations and packaging.

Along with our own commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in alignment with 

the Science Based Targets Initiative, we are here for you, our partners, customers, and 

stakeholders, to collaborate towards this common goal. Lenovo Sustainability Services 

is an array of services and solutions that integrate sustainability throughout the product 

lifecycle. We leverage our experience, network, and capabilities, making them available 

to our customers in support of ESG efforts.  

 An industry first, we’re setting a high bar for others to follow.

Lenovo  
Sustainability  
Services



Reduce the environmental footprint  
of your IT portfolio with Lenovo’s scalable,  
easy-to-implement Sustainability Services.

SUSTAINABILITY WORKSHOP
Lenovo professionals work with you to identify and target 
IT-lifecycle opportunities for improvement through tailored 
workshops specific to your needs. 

CO2 OFFSET SERVICE
Lenovo calculates carbon emissions of our devices across 
their full lifecycle and secures the same level of carbon offset 
through a UN Climate Action project.

LENOVO RECERTIFIED
Device lifecycle extension doesn’t have to mean compro-
mised quality or reliability. Lenovo provides support and 
governance to our Recertified Partners, so all Lenovo Recer-
tified device users have peace of mind while choosing to 
support circular economy.

ASSET RECOVERY SERVICES (ARS)
Mitigate the environmental and data security risks associated 
with end-of-life asset disposal, while maximizing the value 
potential of those assets.

We are here to collaborate with you in meeting your sustainability 
goals while benefiting your operations, bottom line, and the planet.  
For our full suite of Sustainability Services offerings, talk to your 
Lenovo Account Representative today.


